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ABSTRACT

Block-based visual programming environments are increasingly used to introduce computing concepts to beginners. Given that programming tasks are open-ended and conceptual, novice students often struggle when learning in these environments. AI-driven programming tutors hold great promise in automatically assisting struggling students, and need several components to realize this potential. We investigate the crucial component of student modeling, in particular, the ability to automatically infer students’ misconceptions for predicting (synthesizing) their behavior. We introduce a novel benchmark, STUDENT SYN, centered around the following challenge: For a given student, synthesize the student’s attempt on a new target task after observing the student’s attempt on a fixed reference task. This challenge is akin to that of program synthesis; however, instead of synthesizing a {solution} (i.e., program an expert would write), the goal here is to synthesize a {student attempt} (i.e., program that a given student would write). We first show that human experts (TUTOR SS) can achieve high performance on the benchmark, whereas simple baselines perform poorly. Then, we develop two neuro-symbolic techniques (NEUR SS and SYM SS) in a quest to close this gap with TUTOR SS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of block-based visual programming platforms has made coding more accessible and appealing to beginners. Block-based programming uses “code blocks” that reduce the burden of syntax and introduces concepts in an interactive way. Led by initiatives like Hour of Code by Code.org [10, 8] and the popularity of languages like Scratch [31], block-based programming has become integral to introductory CS education. Considering the Hour of Code initiative alone, over one billion hours of programming activity has been spent in learning to solve tasks in such environments [8].

Programming tasks on these platforms are conceptual and open-ended, and require multi-step deductive reasoning to solve. Given these aspects, novices often struggle when learning to solve these tasks. The difficulties faced by novice students become evident by looking at the trajectory of students’ attempts who are struggling to solve a given task. For instance, in a dataset released by Code.org [10, 8, 35], even for simple tasks where solutions require only 5 code blocks (see Figure 1a), students submitted over 50,000 unique attempts with some exceeding a size of 50 code blocks.

AI-driven programming tutors have the potential to support these struggling students by providing personalized assistance, e.g., feedback as hints or curriculum design [37]. To effectively assist struggling students, AI-driven systems need several components, a crucial one being student modeling. In particular, we need models that can automatically infer a student’s knowledge from limited interactions and then predict the student’s behavior on new tasks. However, student modeling in block-based visual programming environments can be quite challenging because of the following: (i) programming tasks are conceptual with no well-defined skill-set or problem-solving strategy for mastery [23]; (ii) there could be a huge variability in students’ attempts for a task [52]; (iii) the objective of predicting a given student’s behavior on new tasks is not limited to coarse-grained success/failure indicators (e.g., [54])—ideally, we should be able to do fine-grained synthesis of attempts for the student.

Beyond the above-mentioned challenges, there are two critical issues arising from limited resources and data scarcity for a given domain. First, while the space of tasks that could be designed for personalized curriculum is intractably large [1], the publicly available datasets of real-world students’ attempts are limited; e.g., the Hour of Code: Maze Challenge domain has datasets for only two tasks [35]. Second, when a deployed system is interacting with a new student, there is limited prior information [15], and the system would have to infer the student’s knowledge by observing behavior on a few reference tasks, e.g., through a quiz [21]. These two issues limit the applicability of state-of-the-art techniques that rely on large-scale datasets across tasks or personalized data per student (e.g., [11, 29, 20, 56])—we need next-generation student modeling techniques that can operate under data...
(1) We formalize the problem of synthesizing a student’s attempt on target tasks after observing the student’s attempt on a fixed reference task.

(2) We showcase that human experts can we synthesize the student’s attempt on a new target task after observing the student’s attempt on a fixed reference task.

1.2 Related Work

Student modeling. For close-ended domains like vocabulary learning [12, 46, 48] and Algebra problems [14, 48, 49], the skills or knowledge components for mastery are typically well-defined and we can use Knowledge Tracing techniques to model a student’s knowledge state over time [11, 53]. These modeling techniques, in turn, allow us to provide feedback, predict solution strategies, or infer/quiz a student’s knowledge state [10, 21, 43]. Open-ended domains pose unique challenges to directly apply these techniques (see [23]); however, there has been some progress in this direction. In recent works [25, 28], models have been proposed to predict human behavior in chess for specific skill levels and to recognize the behavior of individual players. Along these lines, [7] introduced methods to perform early prediction of struggling students in open-ended interactive simulations. There has also been work on student modeling for block-based programming, e.g., clustering-based methods for misconception discovery [18, 44], and deep learning methods to represent knowledge and predict performance [50].

AI-driven systems for programming education. There has been a surge of interest in developing AI-driven systems for programming education, and in particular, for block-based programming domains [57, 58, 51]. Existing works have studied various aspects of intelligent feedback, for instance, providing next-step hints when a student is stuck [35, 53, 51, 55], giving data-driven feedback about a student’s misconceptions [15, 45, 54, 52], or generating/recommending new tasks [21, 19]. Depending on the availability of datasets and resources, different techniques are employed: using historical datasets to learn code embeddings [54, 51], using reinforcement learning in zero-shot setting [15, 50], bootstrapping from a small set of expert annotations [34], or using expert grammars to generate synthetic training data [52].

Neuro-symbolic program synthesis. Our approach is related to program synthesis, i.e., automatically constructing programs that satisfy a given specification [20]. The usage of deep learning models for program synthesis has resulted in significant progress in a variety of domains including string transformations [10, 43, 44], block-based visual programming [3, 4, 13, 48], and competitive programming [25]. Program synthesis has also been used to learn compositional symbolic rules and mimic abstract human learning [30, 17].

2. PROBLEM SETUP

2.1 Preliminaries

The space of tasks. We define the space of tasks as \( T \); in this paper, \( T \) is inspired by the popular Hour of Code: Maze Challenge [9] from Code.org [8]. See Figure 1a. We define a task \( T \in T \) as a tuple \((T_{vis}, T_{store}, T_{size})\), where \( T_{vis} \) denotes a visual puzzle, \( T_{store} \) the available block types, and \( T_{size} \) the maximum number of blocks allowed in the solution.
The space of codes. We define the space of all possible codes as $\mathbb{C}$ and represent them using a Domain Specific Language (DSL) [20]. In particular, for codes relevant to tasks considered in this paper, we use a DSL from [1]. A code $c \in \mathbb{C}$ has the following attributes: $c_{\text{blocks}}$ is the set of types of code blocks used in $c$, $c_{\text{size}}$ is the number of code blocks used, and $c_{\text{depth}}$ is the depth of the Abstract Syntax Tree of $c$.

Solution code and student attempt. For a given task $T$, a solution code $c^\text{ref} \in \mathbb{C}$ should solve the visual puzzle; additionally, it can only use the allowed types of code blocks (i.e., $c_{\text{blocks}} \subseteq \mathbb{T}_{\text{store}}$) and should be within the specified size threshold (i.e., $c_{\text{size}} \leq \mathbb{T}_{\text{size}}$). We note that a task $T \in \mathbb{T}$ may have multiple solution codes; in this paper, we typically refer to a single solution code that is provided as input. A student attempt for a task $T$ refers to a code that is being written by a student (including incorrect or partial codes). A student attempt could be any code $c \in \mathbb{C}$ as long as it uses the set of available types of code blocks (i.e., $c_{\text{blocks}} \subseteq \mathbb{T}_{\text{store}}$).

2.2 Objective

Distinct phases. To formalize our objective, we introduce three distinct phases in our problem setup that provide a conceptual separation in terms of information and computation available to a system. More concretely, we have:

1. Reference task $T^\text{ref}$: We are given a reference task $T^\text{ref}$ for which we have real-world datasets of different students’ attempts as well as access to other data resources. Reference tasks are fixed and the system can use any computation a priori (e.g., compute code embeddings).

2. Student $stu$ attempts $T^\text{ref}$. The system interacts with a student, namely $stu$, who attempts the reference task $T^\text{ref}$ and submits a code, denoted as $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$. At the end of this phase, the system has observed $stu$’s behavior on $T^\text{ref}$ and we denote this observation by the tuple $(T^\text{ref}, c_{stu}^\text{ref})$.

3. Target task $T^\text{tar}$: The system seeks to synthesize the student $stu$’s behavior on a target task $T^\text{tar}$. Importantly, the target task $T^\text{tar}$ is not available a priori and this synthesis process would be done in real-time, possibly with constrained computational resources. Furthermore, the system may have to synthesize the $stu$’s behavior on a large number of different target tasks from the space $\mathbb{T}$ (e.g., to personalize the next task in a curriculum).

Granularity level of our objective. There are several different granularity levels at which we can predict the student $stu$’s behavior for $T^\text{tar}$, including: (a) a coarse-level binary prediction of whether $stu$ will successfully solve $T^\text{tar}$; (b) a medium-level prediction about $stu$’s behavior w.r.t. to a predefined feature set (e.g., labelled misconceptions); (c) a fine-level prediction in terms of synthesizing $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$, i.e., a program that $stu$ would write if the system would assign $T^\text{ref}$ to the student. In this work, we focus on this fine-level, arguably also the most challenging, synthesis objective.

Performance evaluation. So far, we have concretized the synthesis objective; however, there is still a question of how to quantitatively measure the performance of a technique set out to achieve this objective. The key challenge stems from the open-ended and conceptual nature of programming tasks. Even for seemingly simple tasks such as in Figure 1a the students’ attempts can be highly diverse, thereby making it difficult to detect a student’s misconceptions from observed behaviors; moreover, the space of misconceptions itself is not clearly understood. To this end, we begin by designing a benchmark to quantitatively measure the performance of different techniques w.r.t. our objective.

3. BENCHMARK

In this section, we introduce our benchmark. STUDENTSYN.

3.1 STUDENTSYN: Data Curation

We begin by curating a synthetic dataset for the benchmark, designed to capture different scenarios of the three distinct phases mentioned in Section 2.2. In particular, each scenario corresponds to a 4-tuple $(T^\text{ref}, c_{stu}^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar}, c_{stu}^\text{tar})$, where $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$ (observed by the system) and $c_{stu}^\text{tar}$ (to be synthesized by the system) correspond to a student $stu$’s attempts.

Reference and target tasks. We select two reference tasks for this benchmark, namely $T^1$ and $T^{18}$—they correspond to Maze#4 and Maze#18 in the Hour of Code: Maze Challenge [9]. These tasks have been studied in a number of prior works [10, 11] because of the availability of large-scale datasets of students’ attempts. For each reference task, we manually create three target tasks—Figure 2b illustrates target tasks for $T^{18}$; the target tasks for $T^1$ can be found in the longer version of the paper [12]. These target tasks are similar to the corresponding reference task in a sense that the set of available block types is same and the nesting structure of programming constructs in solution codes is same.

Types of students’ behaviors and students’ attempts. For a given reference-target task pair $(T^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar})$, next we seek to simulate a student $stu$ to create $stu$’s attempts $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$ and $c_{stu}^\text{tar}$. We begin by identifying a set of salient students’ behaviors and misconceptions for reference tasks $T^1$ and $T^{18}$ based on students’ attempts observed in the real-world dataset of [9]. In this benchmark, we select 6 types of students’ behaviors for each reference task—Figure 2c highlights the 6 selected types for $T^{18}$; the 6 selected types for $T^1$ can be found in the longer version of the paper [12]. For a given pair $(T^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar})$, we first simulate a student $stu$ by associating this student to one of the 6 types, and then manually create $stu$’s attempts $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$ and $c_{stu}^\text{tar}$. For a given scenario $(T^\text{ref}, c_{stu}^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar}, c_{stu}^\text{tar})$, the attempt $c_{stu}^\text{tar}$ is not observed and serves as a ground truth for evaluation purposes; henceforth, we interchangeably write a scenario as $(T^\text{ref}, c_{stu}^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar}, ?)$.

Total scenarios. We create 72 scenarios $(T^\text{ref}, c_{stu}^\text{ref}, T^\text{tar}, c_{stu}^\text{tar})$ in the benchmark corresponding to (i) 2 reference tasks, (ii) 3 target tasks per reference task, (iii) 6 types of students’ behaviors per reference task, and (iv) 2 students per type.

Footnotes:

1. In practice, the system might have more information, e.g., the whole trajectory of edits leading to $c_{stu}^\text{ref}$.

2. Even though the Hour of Code: Maze Challenge [9] has only 20 tasks, the space $\mathbb{T}$ is intractably large and new tasks can be generated, e.g., for providing feedback [1].
Three target tasks for Datasets for discriminative performance measure, namely evaluation process, we then introduce a second performance measure: a human-in-the-loop evaluation. To further automate the student objective. Our first measure, namely generative performance, is to directly capture the quality of fine-level synthesis of the student stu's attempt—this measure requires a human-in-the-loop evaluation. To further automate the evaluation process, we then introduce a second performance measure, namely discriminative performance.

3.2 STUDENTSYN: Performance Measures

We introduce two performance measures to capture our synthesis objective. Our first measure, namely generative performance, is to directly capture the quality of fine-level synthesis of the student stu's attempt—this measure requires a human-in-the-loop evaluation. To further automate the evaluation process, we then introduce a second performance measure, namely discriminative performance.

Generative performance. As a generative performance measure, we introduce a 4-point Likert scale to evaluate the quality of synthesizing stu's attempt $C_{stu}^{18x}$ for a scenario $(T^{18x}, t_{ref}, t^{0\text{th}})$, i.e., a program that stu would write if the system would assign $T^{18x}$ to the student. For the discriminative objective, the goal is to choose one of the ten codes, shown as options (a)-(j), that corresponds to the student stu's attempt. For each scenario, ten options are created systematically as discussed in Section 3.2. In this illustration, option (a) corresponds to the solution code $C_{stu}^{18x}$ for the target task and option (e) corresponds to the student stu's attempt as designed in the benchmark.

Figure 3: Illustration of the generative and discriminative objectives in the STUDENTSYN benchmark for the reference task $T^{18x}$ shown in (a)—same as in Figure 1a. (b) Shows three target tasks associated with $T^{18x}$; these target tasks are similar to $T^{18x}$ in a sense that the set of available block types is same as $T_{store}$ and the nesting structure of programming constructs in solution codes is same as in $C_{stu}^{18x}$. (c) Shows example codes corresponding to six types of students’ behaviors when attempting $T^{18x}$, each capturing a different misconception as follows: (i) confusing left/right directions when turning or checking conditionals, (ii) following one of the wrong path segments, (iii) misunderstanding of IF ELSE structure functionality and writing the same blocks in both the execution branches, (iv) ignoring the IF ELSE structure when solving the task, (v) ignoring the WHILE structure when solving the task, (vi) attempting to solve the task by using only the basic action blocks in \{turnLeft, turnRight, move\}.

Figure 2: Illustration of the key elements of the STUDENTSYN benchmark for the reference task $T^{18x}$ shown in (a)—same as in Figure 1a. (b) Shows three target tasks associated with $T^{18x}$; these target tasks are similar to $T^{18x}$ in a sense that the set of available block types is same as $T_{store}$ and the nesting structure of programming constructs in solution codes is same as in $C_{stu}^{18x}$. (c) Shows example codes corresponding to six types of students’ behaviors when attempting $T^{18x}$, each capturing a different misconception as follows: (i) confusing left/right directions when turning or checking conditionals, (ii) following one of the wrong path segments, (iii) misunderstanding of IF ELSE structure functionality and writing the same blocks in both the execution branches, (iv) ignoring the IF ELSE structure when solving the task, (v) ignoring the WHILE structure when solving the task, (vi) attempting to solve the task by using only the basic action blocks in \{turnLeft, turnRight, move\}.
follows (with higher scores being better): (i) Score 1 means the technique does not have synthesis capability; (ii) Score 2 means the synthesis fails to capture the elements of $C_{stu}$ and $T^{ref}$; (iii) Score 3 means the synthesis captures the elements only of $C_{stu}$ or of $T^{ref}$, but not both; (iv) Score 4 means the synthesis captures the elements of both $C_{stu}$ and $T^{ref}$.

**Discriminative performance.** As the generative performance measure requires human-in-the-loop evaluation, we also introduce a discriminative performance measure based on the prediction accuracy of choosing the student attempt from a set. More concretely, given a scenario $(T^{ref}, C_{stu}, T^{tar}, ?)$, the discriminative objective is to choose $C_{stu}$ from ten candidate codes; see Figure 3. These ten options are created automatically in a systematic way and include: (a) the ground-truth $C_{stu}$, (b) the solution code $C_{ref}$, (c) five codes $C_{ref}$ from the benchmark associated with other students $stu$ whose behavior type is different from $stu$, and (iv) three randomly constructed codes obtained by editing $C_{ref}$.

**4. METHODOLOGY**

In this section, we design different techniques for the benchmark \textsc{StudentSyn}. First, we consider a few simple baselines for the discriminative-only objective (RANDD, EditD, EditEmbD). Next, we develop our two main techniques inspired by neural/symbolic methods (NeurSS, SymSS). Finally, we propose performance evaluation of human experts (TutorSS). Table 1 illustrates how these techniques differ in required inputs and domain knowledge. Below, we provide a brief overview of these techniques; we refer the reader to the longer version of the paper for full details.

**Simple baselines.** As a starting point, we consider simple baselines for the discriminative-only objective; they do not have synthesis capability. Our first baseline RANDD simply chooses a code from the 10 options at random. Our next two baselines, EditD and EditEmbD, are defined through a distance function $D_{edit}(C, C')$ that quantifies a notion of distance between any two codes $C, C'$ for a fixed reference task. For a scenario $(T^{ref}, C_{ref}, T^{tar}, ?)$ and ten option codes, these baselines select the code $C$ that minimizes $D_{edit}(C, C_{ref})$. EditD uses a tree-edit distance between Abstract Syntax Trees as the distance function, denoted as $D_{edit}$.

**Neural synthesizer NeurSS.** Next, we develop our technique, NeurSS (Neural Program Synthesis for StudentSyn), inspired by recent advances in neural program synthesis [3, 4]. A neural synthesizer model takes as input a visual task $T$ and then sequentially synthesizes a code $C$ by using programming tokens in $T_{token}$. However, our goal is not simply to synthesize a solution code for the input task $T$ as considered in [3, 4]; instead, we want to synthesize attempts of a given student that the system is interacting with at real-time/deployment. To achieve this goal, NeurSS operates in three stages, where each stage is in line with a phase of our objective described in Section 2.2. At a high-level, the three stages of NeurSS are as follows: (i) In Stage-1, we are given a reference task and its solution $(T^{ref}, C_{ref}, T^{tar})$, and train a neural synthesizer model that can synthesize solutions for any task similar to $T^{ref}$; (ii) In Stage-2, the system observes the student $stu$’s attempt $C_{stu}$ and initiates continual training of the neural synthesizer model from Stage-1 in real-time; (iii) In Stage-3, the system considers a target task $T^{tar}$ and uses the model from Stage-2 to synthesize $C_{stu}$.

**Symbolic synthesizer SymSS.** As we will see in experiments, NeurSS significantly outperforms the simple baselines introduced earlier; yet, there is a substantial gap in the performance of NeurSS and human experts (i.e., TutorSS). An important question that we seek to resolve is how much of this performance gap can be reduced by leveraging domain knowledge such as how students with different behaviors (misconceptions) write codes. To this end, we develop our technique, SymSS (Symbolic Program Synthesis for StudentSyn), inspired by recent advances in symbolic methods for program synthesis [24, 52, 1, 26]. Similar in spirit to NeurSS, SymSS operates in three stages as follows: (i) In Stage-1, we are given $(T^{ref}, C_{ref})$, and design a symbolic synthesizer model using Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (PCFG) to encode how students of different behavior types $M$ write codes for any task similar to $T^{ref}$ [52]. (ii) In Stage-2, the system observes the student $stu$’s attempt $C_{stu}$ and makes a prediction about the behavior type $M_{stu} \in M$; (iii) In Stage-3, the system considers a target task $T^{tar}$ and uses the model from Stage-1 to synthesize $C_{stu}$ based on the inferred $M_{stu}$.

**Human experts.** Finally, we propose an evaluation of human experts’ performance on the benchmark \textsc{StudentSyn}, and refer to this evaluation technique as TutorSS. These evaluations are done through a web platform where an expert would provide a generative or discriminative response to a given scenario $(T^{ref}, C_{ref}, T^{tar}, ?)$. In our work, TutorSS involved participation of three independent experts for the evaluation—these experts have had experience in block-based programming and tutoring. We first carry out generative evaluations where an expert has to write the student attempt code; afterwards, we carry out discriminative evaluations where an expert would choose one of the options.

**5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of different techniques discussed in Section 4. Our results are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 4. Below, we provide a brief overview of the evaluation procedures and results; we refer the reader to the longer version of the paper for full details.

**Generative performance.** As discussed in Section 5.2, we evaluate the generative performance of a technique in the following steps: (a) a scenario $(T^{ref}, C_{ref}, T^{tar}, ?)$ is picked; (b) the technique synthesizes $stu$’s attempt; (c) the generated code is scored on the 4-point Likert scale. The scoring step requires human-in-the-loop evaluation and involved an expert (different from the three experts that are part of TutorSS). Overall, each technique is evaluated for 36 unique scenarios in \textsc{StudentSyn}—we selected 18 scenarios per reference task by first picking one of the 3 target tasks and then picking a student from one of the 6 different types of behavior. The final performance results in Table 1 are re-
Table 1: This table shows results on STUDENTSYN in terms of the generative and discriminative performance measures. The columns under “Required Inputs and Domain Knowledge” highlight information used by different techniques (X indicates the usage of the corresponding input/knowledge). The values are in the range [1.0, 4.0] for generative performance and in the range [0.0, 100.0] for discriminative performance—higher values being better. Human experts (TUTORSS) can achieve high performance on both the measures, whereas simple baselines perform poorly. NEURSS and SYMSS significantly improve upon the simple baselines; yet, there is a high gap in performance in comparison to that of human experts.

![Figure 4: Qualitative results for the scenario in Figure 1.](image)

(a) Attempt $C^*_{stu18x}$  
(b) Solution $C^*_{stu18s}$  
(c) Benchmark code  
(d) NEURSS  
(e) SYMSS  
(f) TUTORSS

Discriminative performance. As discussed in Section 3.2 we evaluated the discriminative performance of a technique in the following steps: (a) a discriminative instance is created with a scenario $(T^*_{ref}, C^*_stu_{ref}, T^*_{stu}, T^*_stu)$ picked from the benchmark and 10 code options created automatically; (b) the technique chooses one of the options as $stu$’s attempt; (c) the chosen option is scored either 100.0 when correct, or 0.0 otherwise. For all techniques except TUTORSS, we perform evaluation on a set of 720 instances (360 instances per reference task); for TUTORSS, we perform evaluation on a small set of 72 instances (36 instances per reference task), to reduce the effort for human experts. The final performance results in Table 1 are reported as an average predictive accuracy across the evaluated instances; for TUTORSS, each of the three experts independently responded to these 36 scenarios and the final performance is averaged across experts. The simple baselines (RAND, EDITD, EDITEMBD) have a score of 1.00 as they do not have a synthesis capability. TUTORSS achieves the highest performance; SYMSS also achieves high performance (only slightly lower than that of TUTORSS)—the high performance of SYMSS is expected given its knowledge about types of students in STUDENTSYN. NEURSS improves upon simple baselines, but performs worse compared to SYMSS and TUTORSS. Figure 4 illustrates the codes generated by different techniques for the scenario in Figure 1—the codes by TUTORSS and SYMSS are high-scoring w.r.t. our 4-point Likert scale; however, the code by NEURSS only captures elements of the student’s behavior in $C^*_stu_{ref}$ but misses elements of the target task $T^*_stu$. We provide additional details and statistical significance results w.r.t. $\chi^2$ test [6] in the longer version of the paper [17].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated student modeling in the context of block-based visual programming environments, focusing on the ability to automatically infer students’ misconceptions and synthesize their expected behavior. We introduced a novel benchmark, STUDENTSYN, to objectively measure the generative as well as the discriminative performance of different techniques. The gap in performance between human experts (TUTORSS) and our techniques (NEURSS, SYMSS) highlights the challenges in synthesizing student attempts for programming tasks. We believe that the benchmark will facilitate further research in this crucial area of student modeling for block-based visual programming environments.
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